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Milan-Sanremo:
Kristoff just one step off
Milano-Sanremo podium

The European champion fourth after taking third in the group
sprint, Matteo Bono escaped for 260kms. It was a bittersweet fourth place for Norwegian Alexander Kristoff, who
just missed the podium in Milano-Sanremo. The European
champion, 2014 race winner, took third place in the group
sprint behind solo winner Vincenzo Nibali.

Yousif Mirza won the
UAE road national
championships

Filippo Ganna long
day in the breakaway
at Gand-Wevelgem

“It was a good experience. I need to learn more about
these kind of races and to stay in the heart of it”.

Milestone day for planet
at MILAN-SANREMO

On Saturday, Team Novo Nordisk’s Charles Planet rode
in the main breakaway at the 109th edition of Milan-San
Remo, which puts a rider with diabetes in the break at the
longest one-day race in the world for four consecutive years. “I have absolutely no regrets; it is a great day when
you achieve your goals and end with no regrets,” Planet
said. “Now in my fourth San-Remo, I have more experience and I could see when the right move was going. After
about 10 kilometers, I saw a good move and we got away.”

Ferrari fifth again
in Cataluyna sprint

Roberto Ferrari sprinted to fifth in the sixth and penultimate stage of the Volta a Cataluyna in Toffefarrera. Due
to bad weather, the stage was shortened to 117 kilometres. The UAE Team Emirates sprinter took third in the
group sprint behind the leading escape duo, winner Maximilian Schachmann (Quick-Step Floors) and Diego Rubio
(Aqua Blue Sport). Alejandro Valverde (Movistar) remains
the overall leader. “We’d hoped for a group finish, but the
two ahead went truly strong,” said Ferrari. “In the sprint, I
fought to maintain my spot up until the final 200 metres
and in the end, I take home another fifth spot.”
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